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Abstract
This paper investigates a blind space–time equaliser (STE) designed for single-input multiple-output (SIMO) systems
that employ high-throughput quadrature amplitude modulation schemes. A constant modulus algorithm (CMA) aided
soft decision-directed (SDD) scheme, originally derived for low-complexity blind equalisation of single-input single-output
channels, is extended to the SIMO scenario. Simulations are conducted to compare the performance of this blind adaptive
scheme with another low-complexity blind STE referred to as the CMA aided decision directed (DD) scheme. The results
obtained demonstrate that for SIMO systems the CMA aided SDD scheme exhibits advantages over the CMA aided DD
arrangement, in terms of its faster convergence speed and lower computational complexity.
r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Space–time processing techniques have increas-
ingly been applied to wireless communication
systems [1–6]. With the aid of smart antenna arrays
and by exploiting both the space and time
dimensions, space–time processing is capable of
effectively improving the achievable system
capacity, coverage and quality of service by both
suppressing intersymbol interference and co-channel
interference, i.e. interference cancellation. The
family of single-input multiple-output (SIMO)
systems has enjoyed popularity owing to its simpli-
city. A SIMO system consists of a single-antenna
transmitter and a receiver equipped with multiple
antennas. A space–time equaliser (STE) based on
this SIMO structure is capable of mitigating the
channel impairment arising from hostile multi-
path propagation. For the sake of improving the
achievable bandwidth efﬁciency, high-throughput
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) [7]
schemes have become popular in numerous wireless
network standards. For the sake of further improv-
ing the achievable system throughput, invoking
blind adaptation aided STE is attractive, as this
avoids the reduction of the effective throughput by
invoking training.
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For single transmitter antenna and single receiver
antenna (SISO) systems with high-order QAM
schemes, the constant modulus algorithm (CMA)-
based blind equaliser constitutes by far the most
popular design option [8–11], due to its low
computational complexity. The steady-state perfor-
mance of the CMA in terms of its mean square error
(MSE), however, may not be sufﬁciently low for the
system to achieve an adequate bit error ratio
performance. A standard solution is to switch to a
decision directed (DD) adaptation to further mini-
mise the CMA’s steady-state MSE [12]. However, in
order for the DD adaptation to become successful,
the CMA’s steady-state MSE should already be
sufﬁciently low, and in practice such a low level of
MSE may not always be achievable by the CMA
[13]. An alternative is to adopt a composite cost
function, which consists of an amalgam of the
CMA’s blind adaptation cost function and the
decision-based MSE [14]. The weighting of the two
component cost functions, however, must be care-
fully chosen. The ﬁrst soft decision directed (SDD)
blind equalisation algorithm that maximises the
marginal probability density function (PDF) of the
equaliser’s output was derived in [15] for binary
phase shift keying modulation. It was extended to
quadrature phase shiftkeying modulation in [16].
Chen and his co-workers [17] developed a multi-
stage adaptive scheme to extend this SDD blind
equaliser to high-order QAM schemes, without
substantially increasing the computational complex-
ity imposed.
De Castro and his co-workers [13] have proposed
an attractive blind adaptive scheme for conven-
tional SISO arrangements. Rather than switching to
DD adaptation after the CMA has converged or
adopting the composite CMA and decision-based
MSE cost function, their scheme consists of a DD
equaliser operating in unison with a CMA-based
equaliser. To avoid error propagation owing to
incorrect decisions, the DD weight adaptation only
takes place, if the CMA’s adaptation is deemed to
have achieved a successful adjustment of the
equaliser weight vector with a high probability. At
a cost of slightly more than doubling the complexity
of the simple CMA, this combined CMA and DD
equaliser was reported to achieve a dramatic
equalisation performance improvement over the
CMA [13]. Recently, a novel combined CMA and
SDD blind equaliser has been proposed [18], which
was shown to have a faster convergence speed and
simpler implementation than the combined CMA
and DD scheme. This combined CMA and SDD
equaliser operates a CMA equaliser and a last-stage
SDD equaliser of [17] in a truly parallel fashion.
Recent research on blind adaptive SIMO systems
has been focused on a number of topics, including
blind channel estimation [19–21]. The decoupled
weighted iterative least squares algorithm with
projection (DW-ILSP) [22,23], which is a batch
expectation maximisation (EM)-type blind algorithm,
has also been proposed for multiple-receiver-antenna
aided systems communicating over ﬂat-fading chan-
nels using 4-QAM [22]. For high-order QAM
signalling over frequency-selective channels, however,
the complexity of the blind DW-ILSP algorithm may
become prohibitive. In the context of blind beam-
forming, the CMA-type blind adaptive algorithm has
been used before in [24–27].H o w e v e r ,t h ec o m b i n e d
CMA and SDD (or DD) scheme has not been
employed for blind adaptive SIMO systems, espe-
cially not in conjunction with high-order QAM
schemes.
Against this backdrop, in this paper we extend the
low-complexity CMA, the CMA þ DD, and the
CMA þ SDD blind adaptive arrangements, which
were originally derived for SISO systems, to a novel
blind STE for employment in SIMO systems. The
simulation results obtained demonstrate that the
CMA þ DD and CMA þ SDD algorithms achieve
a similar steady-state equalisation performance,
both resulting in a dramatic improvement over the
performance of the pure CMA STE. However, the
CMA þ SDD aided blind STE has a faster con-
vergence and imposes a lower computational com-
plexity in comparison to the CMA þ DD scheme, as
it was also observed in the case of SISO systems.
This study clearly demonstrates that the combined
CMA and SDD algorithm constitutes an attractive
blind STE for employment in SIMO systems using
high-throughput QAM schemes.
2. System model
The SIMO system employing a single transmitter
and Lð41Þ receiver antennas is depicted in Fig. 1,
where sðtÞ is the transmitted signal, xlðtÞ denotes the
lth receiver antenna’s output signal and elðtÞ the lth
channel’s noise. The received signals are sampled at
a rate higher than the symbol rate f s to obtain the L
antennas’ output signals ¯ xlðnÞ,1 plpL, which are
passed to a fractionally spaced (FS) STE, as shown
in Fig. 2. FS equalisation offers many advantages
over symbol-spaced one [28], including better
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equalisation performance, lower sensitivity to tim-
ing error and faster convergence speed. The last
property is valid provided that the length of the
equaliser is not excessively long. Since all these
advantages are possessed by a Ts=2-spaced sam-
pling, where Ts is the symbol period, the sampling
rate is taken to be 2f s and the delay unit D in the
temporal ﬁlters equals Ts=2. For notational con-
venience, the index k is reserved for Ts-spaced
sampled quantities, while the index n for Ts=2-
spaced sampled quantities. The transmitted Ts-
spaced symbol sequence sðkÞ¼sRðkÞþjsIðkÞ takes
the values from the M-QAM symbol set deﬁned by
S ¼f si;l ¼ð 2i   Q   1Þþjð2l   Q   1Þ;1pi;lpQg,
(1)
where Q ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M
p
and j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 1
p
. The Ts=2-spaced
signal sample ¯ xlðnÞ of the lth antenna is given by
¯ xlðnÞ¼
X 2Nc 1
i¼0
¯ ai;l¯ sðn   iÞþ¯ elðnÞ, (2)
where the Ts=2-spaced sequence f¯ sðnÞg is a zero-
padded version of the transmitted symbol sequence
fsðkÞg:
¯ sðnÞ¼
sðn=2Þ for even n;
0 for odd n:
 
(3)
The Ts=2-spaced channel impulse response (CIR)
of the lth channel is ¯ al ¼½¯ a0;l ¯ a1;l ¯ a2;l ¯ a3;l    
¯ a2Nc 1;l T,w i t hNc corresponding to the lth Ts-spaced
CIR length, and the Ts=2-spaced noise sample
¯ elðnÞ¼¯ el;RðnÞþj¯ el;IðnÞ is a complex-valued Gaussian
white noise with E½¯ e2
l;RðnÞ  ¼ E½¯ e2
l;IðnÞ  ¼ s2
e.
The STE consists of LT s=2-spaced temporal
ﬁlters, and its output is deﬁned by
¯ yðnÞ¼
X L
l¼1
X 2m 1
i¼0
¯ wi;l¯ xlðn   iÞ¼
X L
l¼1
¯ wT
l ¯ xlðnÞ¼¯ wT¯ xðnÞ,
(4)
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Fig. 1. Single-input multiple-output system employing multiple
receiver antennas.
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Fig. 2. Space–time equalisation structure using D-spaced temporal ﬁlters, where D ¼ Ts=2 and Ts denotes the symbol period, the index k
indicates Ts-spaced sampled quantities and index nT s=2-spaced sampled quantities.
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where 2m is the length of the Ts=2-spaced temporal
ﬁlters, while
¯ w ¼½¯ wT
1 ¯ wT
2     ¯ wT
L  T (5)
and
¯ xðnÞ¼½¯ xT
1ðnÞ ¯ xT
2ðnÞ     ¯ xT
LðnÞ 
T (6)
with ¯ wl ¼½¯ w0;l ¯ w1;l     ¯ w2m 1;l T being the com-
plex-valued weight vector of the lth temporal ﬁlter
and ¯ xlðnÞ¼½¯ xlðnÞ ¯ xlðn   1Þ     ¯ xlðn   2m þ 1Þ T
being the input vector of the lth temporal ﬁlter.
The Ts=2-spaced output ¯ yðnÞ is decimated by a
factor of 2 to create the Ts-spaced output yðkÞ.
Following the approach [28], an equivalent Ts-
spaced model for yðkÞ is used. Let us ﬁrst deﬁne the
following variables:
¯ ae
l ¼½¯ a0;l ¯ a2;l     ¯ a2Nc 2;l  T,
¯ ao
l ¼½¯ a1;l ¯ a3;l     ¯ a2Nc 1;l  
T,
¯ we
l ¼½¯ w0;l ¯ w2;l     ¯ w2m 2;l  T,
¯ wo
l ¼½¯ w1;l ¯ w3;l     ¯ w2m 1;l  T, ð7Þ
and
ee
lðkÞ¼¯ elð2nÞ; eo
l ðkÞ¼¯ elð2n þ 1Þ,
xe
lðkÞ¼¯ xlð2nÞ; xo
l ðkÞ¼¯ xlð2n þ 1Þ. ð8Þ
Note that ee
lðkÞ and eo
l ðkÞ are even and odd noise
samples, xe
lðkÞ and xo
l ðkÞ are even and odd channel
output samples, ¯ ae
l and ¯ ao
l are even and odd channel
tap vectors, and ¯ we
l and ¯ wo
l are even and odd
equaliser weight vectors, respectively, for the lth
channel. Furthermore, let us deﬁne
wl ¼½w0;l w1;l     w2m 1;l  T ¼½ð¯ wo
l Þ
T ð¯ we
lÞ
T  T
(9)
xlðkÞ¼½xlðkÞ xlðk   1Þ     xlðk   2m þ 1Þ T
¼½ðxe
lðkÞÞ
T ðxo
l ðkÞÞ
T  T, ð10Þ
with xe
lðkÞ¼½ xe
lðkÞ xe
lðk   1Þ     xe
lðk   m þ 1Þ T
and xo
l ðkÞ¼½ xo
l ðkÞ xo
l ðk   1Þ     xo
l ðk   m þ 1Þ T.
Then the Ts-spaced STE output yðkÞ is given by
yðkÞ¼
X L
l¼1
X 2m 1
i¼0
wi;lxlðk   iÞ¼
X L
l¼1
wT
l xlðkÞ¼wTxðkÞ,
(11)
where w ¼½ wT
1 wT
2     wT
L 
T and xðkÞ¼½ xT
1ðkÞ xT
2
ðkÞ     xT
LðkÞ T. We should deﬁne the complete
system’s signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the SIMO
system under consideration as
SNR ¼
s2
s
PL
l¼1
P2Nc 1
i¼0 j¯ ai;lj2
4Ls2
e
, (12)
where s2
s ¼ E½jsðkÞj2 . A commonly used initialisa-
tion strategy for SISO blind equalisation is to set the
middle two taps of the Ts=2-spaced blind equaliser
to 1 þ j0 and rest of the taps to 0 þ j0 [28].W ew i l l
extend this initialisation strategy to the present
blind STE. Before blind adaptation, the STE’s
weights are initialised to ¯ wi;l ¼ 1=L þ j0 for i ¼
m   1a n dm,a n d¯ wi;l ¼ 0 þ j0 for all the other
values of i, where 1plpL.
3. Low complexity blind adaptive algorithms
for STE
With the aid of the STE model (11), a number of
low-complexity blind adaptive schemes originally
developed for the SISO system can readily be
extended to blind STE applications for SIMO
systems.
3.1. CMA
Given the STE output yðkÞ¼wTðkÞxðkÞ at the Ts-
spaced sample k, the CMA adjusts w according to
 ðkÞ¼yðkÞðR2  j yðkÞj2Þ
wðk þ 1Þ¼wðkÞþmCMA ðkÞx ðkÞ
)
, (13)
where R2 is a positive constant deﬁned by
R2 ¼ E½jsðkÞj4 =E½jsðkÞj2 , mCMA is an adaptive gain
and x ðkÞ is the complex conjugate of xðkÞ.
Typically, a very small mCMA has to be used for
ensuring convergence. The CMA has a very low
computational complexity, as summarised in
Table 1. The CMA does not require the knowledge
of the symbol constellation. It is also robust to
imperfect carrier recovery and capable of opening
‘‘initially closed eye’’ at the STE’s output. A well-
known problem of the CMA is that its steady-state
MSE may not be sufﬁciently low for ensuring an
adequate bit error rate performance.
3.2. Combined CMA and DD scheme
Let the weight vector of the STE be split into two
parts, yielding w ¼ wc þ wd. Speciﬁcally wc is the
weight vector of the CMA STE, which is designed
for minimising the CMA cost function, while wd is
the weight vector of the DD STE, which is designed
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for minimising the decision-based MSE:
¯ JDDðwÞ¼1
2E½jQ½yðkÞ    yðkÞj2 , (14)
where Q½yðkÞ  denotes the quantised equaliser out-
put deﬁned by
Q½yðkÞ  ¼ arg min
si;l2S
jyðkÞ si;lj2. (15)
More precisely, at the symbol-spaced sample k,
given yðkÞ¼wT
c ðkÞxðkÞþwT
dðkÞxðkÞ the CMA part
adapts wc according to rule (13) by substituting wc
for w. The DD adaptation follows immediately after
the CMA adaptation, but it only takes place if the
CMA aided adjustment was deemed to be a
successful one. Speciﬁcally, let ~ yðkÞ¼wT
c ðk þ 1Þx
ðkÞþwT
dðkÞxðkÞ. Then the DD part adjusts wd
according to
wdðk þ 1Þ¼wdðkÞþmDDdðQ½~ yðkÞ    Q½yðkÞ Þ
 ðQ½yðkÞ    yðkÞÞx ðkÞ, ð16Þ
where mDD is the adaptive gain of the DD STE and
the indicator function is given by
dðxÞ¼
1; x ¼ 0 þ j0;
0; xa0 þ j0:
(
(17)
It can be seen that wd is updated only if the
equaliser’s hard decisions before and after the CMA
aided adaptation are identical. A potential problem
of (hard) DD adaptation is that if the decision is
wrong, error propagation occurs, which subse-
quently degrades the adaptation. As analysed
in [13] for the SISO case, if the STE’s hard decisions
before and after the CMA’s adaptation are
identical, the decision is likely to be a correct one.
The DD adaptation, when it is safe to activate,
has a signiﬁcantly faster convergence speed
over the pure CMA and is capable of reducing the
steady-state MSE. The complexity of this con-
current CMA þ DD scheme is summarised in
Table 1. The adaptive gain mDD invoked by
the DD STE is typically chosen to be signiﬁcantly
larger than mCMA of the CMA. Nevertheless, care
must be exercised in choosing mDD to avoid setting
it to an excessively high value, which would
inﬂict serious error propagation owing to incorrect
decisions.
3.3. Combined CMA and SDD scheme
After steady-state equalisation is accomplished,
the STEs soft output yðkÞ may be approximated
as yðkÞ sðk   kdÞþvðkÞ, where kd is an un-
known equaliser’s decision delay, and vðkÞ¼
vRðkÞþjvIðkÞ may be approximated by a Gaussian
white noise process. Thus, the STEs output may be
reasonably accurately modelled by M Gaussian
clusters with the cluster means being si;l for
1pi;lpQ. All the clusters have an approximate
covariance of
E½v2
RðkÞ  E½vRðkÞvIðkÞ 
E½vIðkÞvRðkÞ  E½v2
IðkÞ 
"#
 
r 0
0 r
"#
. (18)
Under the above conditions, the marginal PDF of
yðkÞ is approximately
pðw;yðkÞÞ  
X Q
q¼1
X Q
l¼1
pq;l
2pr
e jyðkÞ sq;lj2=2r, (19)
where pq;l represents the a priori probabilities of sq;l,
1pq;lpQ. The computation of PDF (19) involves
the evaluation of M ef g function values. However, a
local approximation can be adopted for this PDF,
which requires the evaluation of only four ef g
function values. This is achieved by dividing the
complex phasor plane into the M=4 rectangular
regions, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Each region Si;l
contains four symbol points
Si;l ¼f sp;q;p ¼ 2i   1;2i;q ¼ 2l   1;2lg. (20)
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Table 1
Comparison of computational complexity per weight update
Equaliser Multiplications Additions ef g Evaluations
CMA 8  ð L   2mÞþ68  ð L   2mÞþ2   L   2–
CMA þ DD 16  ð L   2mÞþ82 0  ð L   2mÞþ4   L   4–
CMA þ SDD 12  ð L   2mÞþ29 14  ð L   2mÞþ2   L þ 19 4
The number of receiver antennas is L and the length of temporal ﬁlters is 2m.
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If the STE’s output yðkÞ2Si;l, a local approxima-
tion of the marginal PDF of yðkÞ is given by
^ pðw;yðkÞÞ  
X 2i
p¼2i 1
X 2l
q¼2l 1
1
8pr
e jyðkÞ sp;qj2=2r, (21)
where each a priori probability has been set to 1
4. The
combined CMA þ SDD scheme operates a CMA
STE and a SDD STE in unison. The CMA part is
identical to that of the combined CMA þ DD
scheme. The task of this CMA equaliser is to open
the eye, so that the local PDF expression (21)
becomes approximately valid. The SDD STE is
designed to maximise the log of the local marginal
PDF criterion, i.e. the objective function of
¯ JLMAPðwÞ¼E½JLMAPðw;yðkÞÞ , (22)
where JLMAPðw;yðkÞÞ ¼ r logð^ pðw;yðkÞÞÞ. Speciﬁ-
cally, the SDD STE adapts wd according to
wdðk þ 1Þ¼wdðkÞþmSDD
qJLMAPðwðkÞ;yðkÞÞ
qwd
,
(23)
where
qJLMAPðw;yðkÞÞ
qwd
¼
P2i
p¼2i 1
P2l
q¼2l 1e jyðkÞ sp;qj2=2rðsp;q   yðkÞÞ
P2i
p¼2i 1
P2l
q¼2l 1e jyðkÞ sp;qj22r x ðkÞ
ð24Þ
and mSDD is an adaptive gain. The choice of r,
deﬁned in the context of the local PDF (21), should
ensure a proper separation of the four clusters of
Si;l. If the value of r is too large, a desired degree of
separation may not be achieved. On the other hand,
if too small a r value is used, the algorithm attempts
to impose an overly tight control on the size of
clusters and hence may fail to achieve its goal. Apart
from these two extreme cases, the performance of
the algorithm does not critically depend on the
speciﬁc value of r. As the minimum distance
between the two neighbouring constellation points
is 2, r is typically chosen to be less than 1.
Soft decision nature of the algorithm becomes
explicit in (24), because rather than committing to a
single hard decision Q½yðkÞ  as the DD scheme would,
alternative decisions are also considered in the reduced
size local region Si;l that includes Q½yðkÞ ,a n de a c h
tentative decision is weighted by an exponential term
ef g, which is a function of the distance between the
STE’s soft output yðkÞ and the tentative decision sp;q.
This soft decision nature enables a simultaneous
update of both wc and wd without a substantial risk
of error propagation and, therefore, simpliﬁes the
associated operations. It also allows the potential
employment of a larger adaptive gain mSDD, compared
to the DD scheme. The complexity of the this CMA þ
SDD scheme is quantiﬁed in Table 1. The four ef g
function evaluations can be implemented with the aid
of a lookup table in practice.
4. Simulation study
4.1. Time-invariant system
Two different performance criteria were used for
assessing the convergence speed of the blind STE.
The ﬁrst one was the decision-based estimated MSE
evaluated after each adaptation sample based on a
block of NMSE number of Ts-spaced data samples,
which is formulated as
MSE ¼
1
NMSE
X NMSE
k¼1
jQ½yðkÞ    yðkÞj2, (25)
and the second one was the maximum distortion
(MD) measure deﬁned as
MD ¼
PNf 1
i¼0 jf ij j f imaxj
jf imaxj
, (26)
where f ¼½ f 0 f 1     f Nf  1 T was the combined
impulse response of the channels and STE deﬁned by
f ¼
X L
l¼1
¯ wo
l %¯ ae
l þ ¯ we
l %¯ ao
l ,( 2 7 )
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Fig. 3. Illustration of local decision regions for the soft decision-
directed adaptation procedure in a 64-QAM constellation.
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with % denoting convolution and Nf ¼ Nc þ m   1
being the length of the Ts-spaced combined impulse
response, and f imax ¼ maxff i;0pipNf   1g.T h e
STE’s output signal constellation after convergence
was also shown using Ntest ¼ 6000 number of Ts-
spaced data samples not used in the adaptation
phase.
In our simulation, L ¼ four receiver antennas
were employed and the transmitted symbol se-
quence was of 256-QAM format. The four Ts=2-
spaced propagation channels encountered by the
four different received signals were listed in Table 2.
The actual simulated channels were normalised
according to ¯ al=k¯ alk for 1plp4 in order to ensure
that each channel had a unit energy. The noise
variance was s2
e ¼ 0:00425, yielding a SNR of
40dB. The length 2m of the Ts=2-spaced temporal
ﬁlters should be chosen to be sufﬁciently long for
opening the initially ISI contaminated closed eye
and for obtaining a good steady-state performance.
However, the STE must not be excessively long,
since that would cause problems in terms of
seriously enhancing the noise and reduce the
convergence speed. The actual value of 2m used in
our simulations was found empirically and was set
to 2m ¼ 10. The block length for estimating MSE
(25) was set to NMSE ¼ 1000. The values of the
various adaptive algorithmic parameters, namely
the adaptive gains required by the CMA, DD and
SDD schemes, as well as the width for the SDD,
were also chosen empirically for the sake of
ensuring both fast convergence and good steady-
state performance.
Because this was a high-order 256-QAM system,
for the CMA blind adaptive algorithm, the adaptive
gain had to be chosen to be sufﬁciently small for the
sake of avoiding divergence and mCMA ¼ 10
 8 was
used. For the CMA þ DD, the two adaptive gains
were chosen to be mCMA ¼ 10
 8 and mDD ¼ 4 
10 5. Any further increase of mDD used for the DD
adaptation process would degrade the attainable
performance signiﬁcantly due to the effects of error
propagation. As for the CMA þ SDD, the two
adaptive gains were set to mCMA ¼ 10 8 and
mSDD ¼ 5   10 5, while the width parameter was
chosen to be r ¼ 0:6. The learning curves of the
three blind STEs, namely the CMA, CMA þ DD
and CMA þ SDD, quantiﬁed in terms of the
estimated MSE and MD measures, are depicted in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively,while the equaliser’s
output signal constellations after convergence are
illustrated in Fig. 5(a)–(c), respectively. The results
clearly demonstrate that both the CMA þ DD and
the CMA þ SDD schemes have the same steady-
state equalisation performance, which is signiﬁ-
cantly better than the performance achieved by the
pure CMA. It can also be seen that the CMA þ
SDD STE has a signiﬁcantly faster convergence
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Table 2
Ts=2-Spaced CIRs for the simulated time-invariant SIMO system
l¯ al
1  0:2 þ j0:3  0:5 þ j0:40 :7 j0:60 :2 þ j0:1
20 :3 þ j0:20 :7 j0:5  0:5 þ j0:40 :4 þ j0:3
3  0:1 j0:20 :6 þ j0:4  0:4 þ j0:30 :1 þ j0:3
40 :6 þ j0:70 :5 þ j0:4  0:1   j0:20 :2 þ j0:1
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Fig. 4. Comparison of convergence performance in terms of: (a)
estimated MSE and (b) MD measure for the time-invariant CIRs
of Table 2 with 256-QAM format and at an SNR of 40dB.
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speed than the CMA þ DD STE. Observing the
learning curves in Fig. 4(b), it can clearly be seen
that the effect of error propagation inﬂicted upon
the DD adaptation is signiﬁcantly more grave than
that imposed on the SDD scheme.
The CMA-based STE’s output signal constella-
tion depicted in Fig. 5(a) after convergence exhibits
a ð48 Þ phase shift, while Fig. 5(d) shows the CMA
STE’s output signal constellation after a 48
  phase
compensation. During the blind adaptation proce-
dure, this phase shift is unknown to the CMA.
However, if we assume that this phase shift is
known to the adaptive algorithm, the convergence
of the CMA quantiﬁed in terms of the estimated
MSE could be improved. Fig. 6 depicts the MSE
convergence performance of the pure CMA beneﬁt-
ting from the 48
  phase compensation. Even with
the beneﬁt of this phase compensation, the steady-
state MSE of the CMA STE is considerably inferior
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Fig. 5. Space–time equaliser’s output signal constellations after convergence: (a) the CMA, (b) the CMA þ DD, (c) CMA þ SDD and (d)
the CMA with the 48  phase compensation for the time-invariant CIRs of Table 2 with 256-QAM format and at an SNR of 40dB.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of convergence performance in terms of the
estimated MSE for the time-invariant CIRs of Table 2 with 256-
QAM format and at an SNR of 40dB. The 48  phase shift of the
pure CMA STE is assumed to be known and has been
compensated. No phase compensation is performed for the
CMA part of the CMA-DD and CMA-SDD STEs.
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to those of the CMA þ DD and CMA þ SDD
schemes.
4.2. Fading system
Again, L ¼ four receiver antennas were used but
the transmitted symbol sequence was of 64-QAM
format at the symbol rate of 4MHz. As usual, a
baseband system was simulated. The transmission
pulse had a raised-cosine shape associated with a roll-
off factor 0.5 and a square root shaped Nyquist
characteristic was implemented at both the transmitter
and receiver. The fading channels were implemented
using the following tap-delay-line models for 1plp4:
vlðtÞ¼c0;lðtÞuðtÞþc1;lðtÞuðt   t1Þþc2;lðtÞuðt   t2Þ,
(28)
where uðtÞ was the transmitter’s output, vlðtÞ was the
lth fading channel’s output, t1   0:44Ts and
t2   1:13Ts. The magnitudes of the complex-valued
tap weights ci;lðtÞ,0 pip2, were i.i.d. Rayleigh
processes, while the associated root mean powers
of ci;lðtÞ were ½0:7 þ j0:70:6 þ j0:60:5 þ j0:5 ,f o r
0pip2, respectively. Continuously ﬂuctuating
fading was used at a fading rate of 40Hz, which
provided a different fading magnitude and phase for
each transmitted symbol. The normalised Doppler
frequency for the simulated system was 10 5.T h e
noise powers were s2
e ¼ 0:011, yielding an average
SNR of 30dB. In order to simulate highly correlated
SIMO channels that are commonly encountered
in practice, the spatial covariance matrix generated
for the scenario of a single transmitter antenna
radiating signals to four receiver antennas was
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Fig. 7. CMA equaliser’s output signal constellations for the fading system with 64-QAM format and at an average SNR of 30dB after
adaptation using: (a) 8000 symbols, (b) 12000 symbols, and (c) 16000 symbols. A total of 6000 Ts-spaced samples were used for
portraying the signal constellation invoking continuous adaptation.
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represented by
R ¼
1 abg
a  1 ab
b
  a  1 a
g  b
  a  1
2
6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 5
,( 2 9 )
with a ¼ 0:97e j0:8, b ¼ 0:94e j1:6 and g ¼ 0:88e j2:4
[29].L e tR ¼ QRQ
H,w h e r eQ consists of the
eigenvectors associated with R and R is diagonal,
whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of R.
Then the receiver antenna outputs are represented by
x1ðtÞ
x2ðtÞ
x3ðtÞ
x4ðtÞ
2
6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 5
¼ QR1=2
v1ðtÞ
v2ðtÞ
v3ðtÞ
v4ðtÞ
2
6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 5
þ
e1ðtÞ
e2ðtÞ
e3ðtÞ
e4ðtÞ
2
6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 5
.( 3 0 )
The receiver outputs were sampled at a rate of twice
the symbol rate and passed to a STE whose Ts=2-
spaced temporal ﬁlters had an order of 10.
The appropriate adaptive algorithmic para-
meters were found empirically, which were mCMA ¼
2   10 8 for the CMA; mCMA ¼ 2   10 8 and
mDD ¼ 5   10 5 for the CMA þ DD; and mCMA
¼ 2   10
 8, mSDD ¼ 10
 4 and r ¼ 0:5 for the
CMA þ SDD. Note that using mCMA ¼ 5   10
 8
would force the CMA to diverge, while choosing
mDD ¼ 10 4 would result in divergence for the DD
adaptation. Fig. 7 depicts the pure CMA STE’s
output signal constellations after: (a) adaptation
using 8000 symbols, (b) adaptation employing
12000 symbols, and (c) adaptation invoking 16000
symbols. Each signalconstellation was shown for
6000 Ts-spaced samples invoking continuous i.e.
symbol-by-symbol-based adaptation, since the chan-
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Fig. 8. CMA þ DD equaliser’s output signal constellations for the fading system with 64-QAM format and at an average SNR of 30dB
after adaptation using: (a) 4000 symbols, (b) 5000 symbols, and (c) 6000 symbols. A total of 6000 Ts-spaced samples were used for
portraying the signal constellation invoking continuous adaptation.
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nels were time-varying. Fig. 8 plots the CMA þ DD
STE’s output signal constellations after: (a) adapta-
tion using 4000 symbols, (b) adaptation assisted by
5000 symbols, and (c) adaptation aided by 6000
symbols. Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the CMA þ SDD
STE’s output signal constellations after: (a) adapta-
tion invoking 2500 symbols, (b) adaptation employ-
ing 3500 symbols, and (c) adaptation using 4500
symbols. It is readily seen that the CMA þ SDD
scheme had a signiﬁcantly faster convergence than the
CMA þ DD arrangement. Because this was a time
varying system, the performance criteria of (25) and
(26) could not be evaluated. To provide an overall
convergence picture, we adopted a simple moving
average-based estimate for the MSE, deﬁned by
~  2ðkÞ¼Z   ~  2ðk   1Þþð 1   ZÞ 1
2jQ½yðkÞ    yðkÞj2.
(31)
Fig. 10 compares the convergence performance of the
three blind STEs using this moving average-based
MSE estimate, with the value of Z set to 0:95. From
Fig. 7, it is seen that the CMA-based STE exhibited a
17  phase shift. The MSE estimate (31) plotted in Fig.
10 for the CMA-based STE was obtained by
compensating this 17
  phase shift.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, blind space–time equalisation
has been proposed and characterised in the
context of SIMO systems employing multiple
receiver antennas. Emphasis has been put to
SIMO systems that use bandwidth efﬁcient high-
throughput QAM schemes. A novel low-complexity
blind STE has been proposed based on combining
a CMA equaliser and a SDD equaliser. The
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Fig. 9. CMA þ SDD equaliser’s output signal constellations for the fading system with 64-QAM format and at an average SNR of 30dB
after adaptation using: (a) 2500 symbols, (b) 3500 symbols, and (c) 4500 symbols. A total of 6000 Ts-spaced samples were used for
portraying the signal constellation invoking continuous adaptation.
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simulation results provided have demonstrated
that this blind STE performs substantially better
than its individual components. Our future research
may consider similar multiple-transmitter arrange-
ments.
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